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Multi-Phase Inclusions

0U[LYUHS�JH]P[PLZ��^OL[OLY�ÄSSLK�I`�SPX\PK�VY�NHZ��HYL�HSZV�JSHZZPÄLK�HZ�PUJS\ZPVUZ��;OL�SPX\PK�
can be plain water or a chemical solution, while the gases are frequently air or carbon di-
oxide. When a pocket contains both gas and liquid, it is termed a [^V�WOHZL inclusion. Oc-
casionally, solid matter, such as recrystallized mineral, is also present. This produces a [OYLL�
phase inclusion. Quartz, calcite, and amber are the most common hosts of such interlopers. 
As with organic material in amber, two and three-phase inclusions can provide valuable 
clues to the atmospheric and geological conditions prevailing at the time the gem formed. 
(UK��HZ�^P[O�HTILY��JVSSLJ[VYZ�WYPaL�ÄUL�L_HTWSLZ�VM�Z\JO�PUJS\ZPVUZ�

Euphemisms

The gem world has a rich tradition of sales-oriented language, and nowhere is this more true 
than in the often-shady world of marketing included stones. Cracks and internal fractures 
are given the harmless sounding name “feathers.” When such lovely feathers occur in a still-
MVYTPUN�NLT��WYLZZ\YL��PUÅ\_�VM�Å\PK��VY�OLH[�JHU�JH\ZL�WHY[PHS�OLHSPUN��YLZ\S[PUN�PU�H�¸ÄUNLY-
print,” a dainty name for a very distracting patch of arcs and tiny cavities. Perhaps the most 
egregious example of gemological euphemism occurs in the high-stakes world of emerald 
marketing. This variety of beryl, while greatly valued for its rich green colour, is particularly 
prone to severe internal fracturing and inclusions. Dealers have adopted a variety of tech-
UPX\LZ�[V�YLWHPY��VY�TVYL�VM[LU�JVUJLHS��Z\JO�ÅH^Z��ZLL�*OHW[LY��������HUK�[OL`�OH]L�ILLU�
equally creative in their verbal blandishments. The term jardin, literally “garden” in French, 
has become common usage to describe inclusions in emerald. Doesn’t that sound nice?

12.12.2  Dealing with Inclusions
Whether you love inclusions or hate them, you are going to have to deal with them. The most 
obvious strategy for managing a bad inclusion in a piece of gem rough is to put the stone 
back down on the dealer’s table. If that is not possible, either because you missed the oppor-
tunity to do so or the gem is otherwise too appealing, you will have to manage the situation 
at the orientation and cutting phases.

Chapter 6.7 explains strategies for orienting gem rough. In the case of inclusions, the basic 
idea is to place them in a location that will be cut away. Again, this may not be possible, in 
which case you should try to locate any uglies somewhere discreet, such as near the girdle. 
Another option is to hide them in the overall scintillation of the gem, for example, under the 
crown star facets. Whatever you do, you should avoid an orientation which places inclusions 
ULHY�[OL�J\SL[��ZPUJL�`V\Y�VUL�ZTHSS�ÅH^�JV\SK�IL�VW[PJHSS`�T\S[PWSPLK�MV\Y��VY�LPNO[��VY�ZP_-
teen times (see page 209 of Volume 1).

0UJS\ZPVUZ� WYLZLU[� H� M\Y[OLY� JOHSSLUNL� [V� [OL� ÄUPJR`� MHJL[LY�� 0M� H� ÅH^�IYLHRZ� [OYV\NO� [OL�
Z\YMHJL�K\YPUN�ÄUL�J\[[PUN�VY�WVSPZO��OH]VJ�^PSS� HSTVZ[�JLY[HPUS`�LUZ\L� �ZLL�WHNL��� �VM�
Volume 1). There is nothing quite like the feeling of seeing an almost complete, almost per-
fect facet that has just been ravaged by the breakout of a nasty inclusion. Such breakouts 
PUL]P[HIS`�MVYJL�`V\�[V�WVSPZO�M\Y[OLY��^OPJO�JHU�VWLU�\W�[OL�ÅH^�L]LU�TVYL��;OPZ�J`JSL�VM�
destruction sometimes continues to the point where it is easier and less stressful to recut the 
entire pavilion or crown. Short version: don’t let inclusions anywhere near the surface of 
your gemstone.

Let me end this too long yet too short discussion of inclusions with a quote from Gerolamo 
Cardano, the great sixteenth century Italian mathematician, doctor, astrologer, and gambler.
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(Given this range of pursuits, you will be unsurprised to learn that Cardano was a real char-
acter. Famously arrogant, he supported himself by gambling, since the local universities re-
fused to hire him. In doing so, he helped lay down the foundations of the modern disciplines 
of probability and statistics. He also landed in hot water by casting the horoscope of Jesus 
Christ, an apparent publicity stunt viewed dimly by the religious authorities of the day).

Here is what Cardano had to say about inclusions:

“In precious stones, imperfections are in reality less common 
[OHU�PU�HUPTHSZ�HUK�]LNL[HISLZ"�I\[�[OL`�HYL�TVYL�JVUZWPJ�
uous in jewels, simply because their nature is more brilliant 
and more rare. For the same reason, great men appear to 
OH]L�TVYL�]PJLZ�[OHU�JVTTVU�TVY[HSZ"�I\[� [OPZ� PZ�H�KLS\�
sion and an error. The lustre of their fame and the splendour 
of their names render their faults only the more apparent; 
while the ignorant vulgar, under favour of their obscurity, 
escape having their vices noticed.”

Cardano’s quote sums up the world of inclusions pretty well for me. His opinion? Sure, inclu-
ZPVUZ�HYL�IHK��Q\Z[�SPRL�[OL�JOHYHJ[LY�Å�H^Z�VM�[OL�NYLH[�HUK�WYLZ\THIS`�NVVK��I\[�[OL`�VUS`�
SVVR�IHK�ILJH\ZL�[OLPY�OVZ[Z�HYL�ZV�Ä�UL��:HSLZ�[HSR��0�Z\NNLZ[�[OH[�^L�YLMLY�[V�[OL�UL_[�LTIHY�
rassing public peccadillo of a distinguished national leader as “ jardin.”

Figure 12-44  Gerolamo Cardano, one of the founders of the ! eld of 
probability and statistics, thanks to some unhealthy habits.

 Excluding Inclusions – The 1 carat boundary

Deciding whether and how to exclude an inclusion is always tough. It is tough because 
this choice often involves reducing the ultimate size of the ! nal gemstone. Of course, 
if careful orientation can send the " aw down the drain of your splash pan, ! ne. It’s the 
rest of the time – the time governed by Murphy’s Law – that you have to make a di#  -
cult decision.

Let me try to convince you that you should face this choice objectively, and in par-
ticular, with no direct concern about the ! nal, exact carat weight of the gem. This is a 
somewhat forlorn hope on my part, because like everyone else, I have a psychological 
barrier to overcome: somehow, a 1.0 carat gem seems much more valuable than a 0.95 
carat gem. This desire to get above a certain target weight might encourage you to 
make some non-optimal design and cutting choices.

A strong focus on the exact ! nal yield will result in less than ideal outcomes. Perhaps 
Vargas said it best: “There can be little argument against a smaller perfect gem versus a 
large incorrectly cut one,” (Faceting for Amateurs, 3rd edition, page 157) In fact, jewelry 
experts advise buyers to avoid 1.0-carat diamonds. A 0.9-carat gem will be virtually 
indistinguishable and will come at a substantially better per-carat price. As a direct 
corollary, a 1.1-carat stone will very likely be better cut.


